Old Water Mill
SHOP and TEA ROOM

ARTICLES MADE BY THE BLIND

NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND

BETWEEN
BRIDGEPARTON AND SOUTHAMPTON
JUST OFF THE MAIN HIGHWAY

When you reach The WINDMILL in the centre of Water Mill — turn around the corner on Seven Ponds Road
LUNCHEONS SERVED—DINNERS BY ARRANGEMENT

TELEPHONE—WATERMILL 586
WORK LIGHTENS LONG HOURS OF DARKNESS

Every article on sale at the Water Mill Shop was made by a BLIND PERSON in NEW YORK STATE.

These articles are painstakingly made by workers sitting in darkness who can forget their blindness by being kept reasonably busy.

HELEN KELLER says;

“There is no law on the statute books
Compelling people to move up closer
On the bench of life
To make room for a blind brother;
But there is a divine law
Written on the hearts of men
Constraining them to make a place for him,
Not only because he is unfortunate,
But also because it is his right as a human being
To share God’s greatest gift,
The privilege of man to go forth unto his work.”

WATER MILL SHOP and TEA ROOM
Your patronage is urged
by
NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND
YOUR GIFT BEAUTIFUL
IF BOUGHT FROM THE BLIND

Is a token of thanksgiving for the gift of eyes that enable you to see the hundreds of interesting things they have made when you visit The Mill.

ANIMALS— for Playland.
BABY SETS— from bootees to bonnets.
BASKETS— big and baskets little.
BROOMS— for hearth or house.
BLANKETS— warm and woolly; soft and cuddly.
CHAIRS AND STOOLS— for the tots and their grown-ups.
CUSHIONS— for couch, porch or studio.
DOLLS— from Alice in Wonderland to Topsy.
LUNCHEON SETS— of linen and woven material.
RUGS— for country homes and modern city houses.
SCARFS— in all colors, large and small.
APRONS— for all uses, maids and mistress.